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Welcome to Livanta LLC’s Mid-Atlantic Outreach Report.
We are pleased to present a detailed report covering our outreach activities for January and February
2018. We spent several days visiting Congressional representatives, community leaders, and senior
organizations in New York City, Philadelphia, and Camden, New Jersey.
The purpose for these trips was to meet one-on-one with several officials to help educate and
inform stakeholders about the Quality Improvement Organizations (QIO) Program and services
that Livanta offers. During our meetings, we demonstrated Livanta’s online Arrow tool that enables
Medicare beneficiaries to track their cases. We also unveiled the LivantaCares Medicare HelpLine
mobile application (app), which allows beneficiaries and their caregivers to be placed in contact
immediately with a Livanta health care advocate.
These meetings energized Congressional caseworkers, patient advocacy groups, and stakeholders
who represent diverse populations. The meetings’ participants thanked Livanta’s Communication
Team for providing the tools and materials to efficiently help Medicare beneficiaries. The local
community organizations and Congressional offices we collaborate with play vital roles in helping us
address the medical concerns of Medicare beneficiaries. This year we plan to meet with many more
stakeholders because our outreach is a key aspect in helping to improve health care in our nation.
We take our health care role very seriously because every time the phone rings at our call center we
have an opportunity to protect and sometimes save a life. Livanta views its caring team as a safety
net for many beneficiaries who often need someone to listen to their concerns and direct them to the
help they need. We are thankful for this opportunity to become a difference-maker in our nation’s
health care. Should you have any questions, please feel free to reach out to me directly, and thank
you again for allowing us to introduce you to Livanta – the Team that Cares.
Sincerely yours,

Anthony C. Wisniewski, Esq.
Chairman of the Board/Chief of Government & External Affairs
240-554-1201
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
During January 2018, Livanta traveled to New York City, Philadelphia, and Camden, New Jersey.
The Livanta team met with 24 groups of officials and community leaders to perform critical outreach
in Livanta’s service territory on behalf of the Beneficiary and Family-Centered Care-Quality
Improvement Organizations (BFCC-QIO). In February we also led two QIO Symposiums in
New York City and Philadelphia with stakeholders, patient advocacy groups, CMS officials and
Congressional staffers.
The Livanta team’s face-to-face outreach helps establish personal relationships with stakeholders
and community leaders who advocate for Medicare beneficiaries in their communities. These
stakeholders play a significant role in assisting Medicare beneficiaries with accessing services
available under the QIO Program. As a result of their relationship with the stakeholders, beneficiaries
reach out to them first when there is a problem.
Livanta’s Chief of Government & External Affairs, Mr. Anthony C. Wisniewski and Livanta’s
Communications Lead, Mr. Bryan Fischer chose these Mid-Atlantic States for a multitude of factors.
A key reason they chose this group was the large and rapidly growing Medicare population in these
areas. Another goal was to visit different cities in this area with various demographics where the
needs and understanding of QIO services may differ. It is vital to ensure that beneficiaries in one
of the fastest-growing service areas are aware of their Medicare rights and services provided by
Livanta.
What Livanta discovered during this outreach initiative was that most of the community leaders
and beneficiary advocates were unaware of the QIO Program and the services available to qualified
Medicare recipients. Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer helped educate and inform stakeholders
by explaining services provided by the QIO Program and Livanta’s role in helping Medicare
beneficiaries. The Livanta team provided additional materials, such as flyers and brochures to
Congressional offices and community organizations describing the QIO services and how to access
those services for assistance. The Livanta team disseminated materials in English and multiple
native languages for ethnic groups such as Hispanic community members, Russian and various other
immigrant populations that call these areas home.
The Livanta team educated 17 community stakeholders along with informing several Congressional
offices and a federal agency about the LivantaCares Medicare HelpLine app, and Arrow, Livanta’s
online case tracking system.
The team met with the National Multiple Sclerosis Society, AARP, CaringKind, the Heart of
Alzheimer’s Caregiving, Jewish Association Serving the Aging, Catholic Human Services of the
Archdiocese of Philadelphia, National Kidney Foundation Serving Philadelphia and the Delaware
Valley, American Heart Association and American Stroke Association, National Kidney Foundation,
NAMI Philadelphia, Alzheimer’s Association Delaware Valley Chapter, Northeast Region American
Cancer Society, Jewish Family & Children’s Services of Greater Philadelphia, CMS Regional Office,
American Diabetes Association Eastern Pennsylvania (and Delaware) Chapter, Parkinson Council,
American Heart Association and American Stroke Association, and the Diocese of Camden.
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Livanta met with representatives from the following offices of U.S. Senator Bob Casey, U.S. Senator
Pat Toomey, U.S. Senator Kirsten Gillibrand, U.S. Senator Chuck Schumer, U.S. Senator Cory
Booker, Congressman Robert Brady and Congressman Jerrold Nadler.

Senator Bob Casey

Senator Pat Toomey

Senator Cory Booker

Senator Kirsten Gillibrand Senator Chuck Schumer

Rep. Robert Brady

Rep. Jerrold Nadler

There were several success stories during this trip. Many organizations and stakeholders said they
would post the QIO HelpLine number and information about the LivantaCares Medicare HelpLine
app near every staff member’s workspace so that they could help Medicare beneficiaries. Many
also participated in the February 2018 Symposiums in New York City and Philadelphia. The team
helped lay the foundation for future collaborative outreach efforts between Livanta and community
representatives, aimed at improving the number of Medicare beneficiaries accessing and receiving
assistance through the QIO Program.
As a BFCC-QIO, we plan to continue these outreach efforts to help ensure all Medicare beneficiaries
in our represented service areas are aware and capable of accessing services available under the QIO
Program. We will continue to do our part to assist in improving the delivery and the quality of health
care received by all Medicare beneficiaries.
6

MID-ATLANTIC OUTREACH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The Livanta team accomplished the following:
•

Stakeholders agreed to brief their staff on Arrow to help beneficiaries track cases;

•

Congressional offices and stakeholders’ organizations agreed to have Livanta’s information
posted on their resources page and shared through the Congressional offices’ electronic
online presence;

•

Staff members said they planned to use the services of the QIO Program to assist Medicare
beneficiaries in their communities who sought assistance from their offices;

•

Livanta was asked to host webinars or town meetings to engage both English-speaking and
non-English-speaking Medicare beneficiaries to educate them about the services available
under the QIO; and

•

Livanta conducted QIO Symposiums in New York City and Philadelphia to educate and
inform stakeholders, patient advocacy groups, and Congressional staffers on QIO services
and outreach.

Livanta provided each Congressional and community organization office with the following:
•

Literature detailing QIO services such as Appeals and Quality of Care Complaints;

•

Downloading instructions to the LivantaCares Medicare HelpLine app; and

•

QIO Program descriptions, such as when an appeal can be filed and when a Quality of Care
Complaint can be filed.
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MID-ATLANTIC REGION
OUTREACH

National Multiple Sclerosis Society
The Livanta team met with Ms. Kimberly
Calder, senior director of health for the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society in New York City on
January 5, 2018.

They also explained how patients could file
a Quality of Care Complaint. The Livanta
team discussed the ease of accessing services
from the QIO and the use of the LivantaCares
Medicare HelpLine app and Arrow, Livanta’s
case management program. Arrow allows users
to track the status of their Appeals or Quality of
Care Complaints in real time without any Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of
1996 (HIPAA) information being displayed or
required to use the system.

Ms. Calder was very knowledgeable about the
regulatory aspects of Medicare; however, she
was not very familiar with the QIO Program.
Since Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a progressive
disease and patients face a lifetime of care, Ms.
Calder was interested in learning more about
the Appeals and Quality of Care Complaints, as
well as, how Livanta’s services could assist the
patients they serve.

Ms. Calder applauded Livanta for being
proactive and reaching out to patient advocacy
groups like the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society. She offered to share Livanta’s
information with their national call center.
Ms. Calder also was interested in Livanta
hosting training for her staff and a webinar,
so her colleagues could better understand the
QIO Program. The Livanta team discussed the
February Symposium in New York City, and Ms.
Calder was very interested in attending.

The Livanta team gave Ms. Calder an overview
of the QIO and what services Livanta offered.
They discussed using Appeals in situations
where patients disagreed with an inpatient
facility’s decision to discharge them. If they feel
like they are not ready to go home or be moved
to a different level of care, they could contact
Livanta to initiate an appeal of the discharge.
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AARP - New York
Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer met with Ms.
Beth Finkel, state director for AARP - New
York, in New York City on January 5, 2018.
Ms. Finkel was aware of the work of the QIO
Program going back many years. During this
meeting, Livanta focused on the following new
services: Immediate Advocacy, an informal
dispute resolution tool inpatient beneficiaries
can use when they disagree with a provider
about the course of care they are receiving and
Patient Advocacy, a service introduced to assist
in the reduction of readmissions for Medicare
beneficiaries by assigning them a social worker

or nurse to help make sure the patient was
adequately following all discharge notes. These
services were not performed by the previous
QIO Program.
Ms. Finkel told the team she fully supported
the QIO Program. The team left flyers and
invited her to the February Symposium in New
York City. She was sorry they wouldn’t be able
to attend because of a previously scheduled
engagement in Albany; however, they looked
forward to continuing to work with the QIO and
Livanta in the future.

CaringKind, the Heart of Alzheimer’s Caregiving
On January 5, 2018 the Livanta team met with
Mr. Jed Levine, executive vice president and
director of programs and services of CaringKind,
the Heart of Alzheimer’s Caregiving in New
York City.

the director of their call center, attended
this meeting. The team discussed how to
refer patients to Livanta when they called
CaringKind’s call center and the role Immediate
Advocacy could play in assisting patients when
they had concerns about their care.

CaringKind is a large nonprofit based in New
York City that works with the local community
to provide resources and training to individuals
and families affected by dementia. The
CaringKind organization is very dedicated to
engaging families and patients.

Mr. Levine was very interested in Livanta
holding future training sessions for their staff,
and they expressed a great interest in not only
attending the February symposium in New York
City, but they also discussed possibly being
a panelist for this event as a representative of
patient advocacy groups.

Mr. Levine and other staff members, including

Jewish Association Serving the Aging
in New York. This organization exclusively
serves the elderly and has an enormous footprint
in their community. They offer a multitude of
services including meals, care management,
benefits assistance, caregiver assistance and
affordable housing for seniors.

Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer met with Ms.
Kathryn Haslanger, chief executive officer, and
Mr. Alan Cohen, chief health program officer,
of the Jewish Association Serving the Aging
(JASA) in New York City on January 5, 2018.
JASA aims to help seniors remain in their
community with a sense of dignity and
independence. The organization offers services
to help enhance and sustain the lives of the aging

They were not familiar with the QIO Program
and were very interested in learning about the
QIO Program services offered and how the
9

QIO Program fit into Medicare. The Livanta
communications team walked the JASA
representatives through the entire process of
Appeals, Quality of Care Complaints and how to
ask for Immediate Advocacy.
Ms. Haslanger and Mr. Cohen said that training
for their staff would be useful and discussed

setting up a session for members of their team
including their call center staff. They also
were very interested in attending the February
Symposium. The Livanta team left flyers and the
JASA representatives offered to put Livanta’s
flyers on the bulletin boards in the lobbies of
their housing developments.

OFFICE OF U.S. SENATOR BOB CASEY

Anthony Wisniewski and Bryan Fischer of Livanta meet with Southeast Regional Director Ebony
Staton-Weidman, and Regional Representative Geoffrey Mock of Senator Bob Casey’s office in Philadelphia.

The Livanta team met with Mr. Geoffrey Mock
and Ms. Ebony Staton-Weidman, Southeast
regional director for Senator Bob Casey in
Philadelphia on January 8, 2018. Sen. Casey’s
office met with the Livanta team during
the government shutdown when most other
government offices were closed. The Livanta
team appreciated Sen. Casey’s office keeping
their appointment with Mr. Wisniewski and Mr.
Fischer.
Sen. Casey is well known for his interest in
health care matters although his staffers were
not very familiar with the QIO. Mr. Mock and
Ms. Staton-Weidman discussed how they receive
many calls from constituents regarding health
care, general Medicare issues, and Medicare
billing complaints. Language services also were
a concern since Philadelphia is very diverse with
a significant Asian population, as well as, a large
and growing Hispanic population.
The team discussed the type of services the QIO
offers including Immediate Advocacy, Patient

Advocacy, and Quality of Care Complaints.
They explained to the staff that even though
Livanta as a QIO doesn’t assist with Medicare
billing issues, many times when beneficiaries
call about billing concerns there may be other
problems involved where Livanta could help.
The team explained that, for example, many
times Medicare beneficiaries call about a billing
issue, possibly unaware there may be a Quality
of Care issue involved as well and that’s where
Livanta’s HelpLine could assist in identifying all
possible problems.
The senator’s staff offered to pass the
information along to their Harrisburg office so
that other constituent services representatives
could refer Medicare beneficiaries to Livanta
when they call with a Medicare concern. The
senator’s staff reiterated Sen. Casey’s interest
in health care matters and even suggested
that the senator might attend the February
Symposium in Philadelphia. The staff said they
would recommend drafting a letter in support of
Livanta and the QIO Symposium.
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Catholic Human Services of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia

The Livanta team meets with Catholic Human Services, of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia at their offices
in Philadelphia. Left to right: Bonnie Dos Santos and John Wagner of Catholic Human Services, Anthony
Wisniewski of Livanta and Heather Huot of Catholic Human Services.

detail: how Appeals are initiated, when are the
appropriate times to use Immediate Advocacy
and how Quality of Care Complaints can be
used to improve the care Medicare beneficiaries
receive from their providers. Since the
organization has shifted its services and has 10
caseworkers, the Livanta team also explained the
benefits of the LivantaCares Medicare HelpLine
app and how Arrow can help the caseworkers
track the progress of their cases.

Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer met with Mr.
John Wagner, director of senior services, Ms.
Heather Huot, director, and Ms. Bonney Dos
Santos, who oversees the St. Monica Elder Care
Program in Philadelphia on January 8, 2018.
Catholic Human Services of the Archdiocese
of Philadelphia has changed its mission. It was
once a health care service provider with multiple
nursing homes. Recently it shifted its efforts.
It sold all its nursing homes and has become
more focused on case management and patient
advocacy.

Mr. Wagner, Ms. Huot, and Ms. Dos Santos
were impressed with the presentation and the
information they received. They serve about
1,200 seniors in the Philadelphia area and plan
to use the info Livanta provided to assist their
seniors in accessing the services of the QIO
Program. Ms. Dos Santos performs home visits
and plans to use the LivantaCares Medicare
Helpline app while in the field to assist seniors.

According to the Henry J Kaiser Family
Foundation, as of 2015, Pennsylvania and the
Philadelphia metro area has one of the largest
populations of Medicare in the nation. Many are
homebound, require a high level of medical care
and have chronic conditions. Learning about
the services Livanta can provide and acquiring
additional resources to assist their caseworkers
with servicing their seniors was very appealing
to Mr. Wagner, Ms. Huot and Ms. Dos Santos.

The Livanta team left flyers and invited Catholic
Human Services representatives to attend the
February Symposium in Philadelphia. The
representatives offered to display Livanta’s
information in the affordable housing units the
organization owns. They also offered to include
it in the enrollment packets they distribute to
seniors. Ms. Dos Santos also requested to work
directly with Mr. Fischer to provide a training
webinar for their 10 caseworkers.

They were unaware of the QIO Program’s
services, so this meeting focused on providing an
overview of services and explaining how Livanta
and the QIO Program could be an asset for their
organization.
The Livanta team explained the following in
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National Kidney Foundation Serving Philadelphia and the
Delaware Valley

Christin Kwasny, Executive Director of the National Kidney Foundation of the Philadelphia and Delaware Valley
meeting with Anthony Wisniewski and Bryan Fischer of Livanta at NKF’s offices in Philadelphia.

The Livanta team met with Ms. Christin
Kwasny, executive director of the National
Kidney Foundation Serving Philadelphia and the
Delaware Valley on January 8, 2018.
This organization understood Livanta’s work
in general. However, the staff wanted to learn
more about the types of services the QIO
provided. Prior to the meeting, National Kidney
Foundation staff contacted their chapters in
California that Livanta had previously visited, to
get some background information about the QIO
Program. They were pleased with the feedback
they received. They were also enthusiastic in
learning more about Livanta firsthand and how
the two organizations can work together.
The Livanta team provided Ms. Kwasny with
an overview of the QIO Program and filled in
the gaps of information she received from her
colleagues in California and addressed any
additional concerns she had. Her questions about

specific services were minimal. She primarily
wanted to discuss future collaborations between
the two organizations.
National Kidney Foundation is a large
organization with a significant number of
volunteers. These volunteers, along with their
regular staff, participate in some projects,
services, and charity walks throughout the year.
Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer offered to
perform training for their team and volunteers.
Ms. Kwasny invited Livanta to collaborate on
some of their projects including their walks.
The meeting was productive and revealed
many opportunities for the two organizations
to work together. March 18 kicked off National
Kidney Month and in the spirit of partnership,
Livanta agreed to share the Kidney Foundation’s
materials on Livanta’s social media accounts.
Ms. Kwasny let the team know how much she
looked forward to working together in the future.
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The Livanta team meets with Imani Johnson, Field Representative for Senator Pat Toomey at his office in
Philadelphia. Left to right: Bryan Fischer, Livanta, Imani Johnson, Senator Toomey’s office and Anthony
Wisniewski of Livanta.

OFFICE OF U.S. SENATOR PAT TOOMEY
The Livanta team met with Ms. Imani Johnson,
constituent service advocate/field representative
for Senator Pat Toomey in Philadelphia on
January 8, 2018.
Ms. Johnson works with many citizen and
advocacy groups across Pennsylvania. She was
interested in learning about the QIO Program.
She inquired about how outreach was performed,
what the follow-up processes were after a case
was established and what was the purpose of
each service. She was very engaged and posed
many hypotheticals to the team.

how it was the responsibility of the provider
facility to make certain that an up-to-date
“Important Message from Medicare” document
with Livanta’s information is provided to every
inpatient Medicare beneficiary. This document is
required so beneficiaries understand their rights
under Medicare and can contact Livanta if they
have any issues with their care. They discussed
how the QIO Program reduces barriers to care,
helps Medicare beneficiaries receive top-quality
health care and to assists any recipient who may
disagree with a provider’s decision regarding
their care or who may have a Quality of Care
concern, find a satisfactory resolution to their
problem.

Many of Ms. Johnson’s hypotheticals pertained
to Appeals. Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer
explained under what circumstances filing an
appeal would apply. The Livanta team also
walked her through the entire Appeals process.
The group discussed how hospitals are required
to provide inpatient Medicare beneficiaries
with the “Important Message from Medicare”
document so that they are aware of their rights
under Medicare. The Livanta team also discussed
13

Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer answered
all of Ms. Johnson’s questions about the QIO
Program. The team left flyers at the office and
invited Ms. Johnson to the February Symposium
in Philadelphia. She was pleased with the
information she was provided and let the
team know she was interested in attending the
symposium.

Melanie Sinesi, Deputy Director of Constituent Affairs for Senator Kristen Gillibrand meets with Anthony
Wisniewski of Livanta at Senator Gillibrand’s Manhattan office.

OFFICE OF U.S. SENATOR KIRSTEN GILLIBRAND
The Livanta team met with Ms. Melanie Sinesi,
deputy director of constituent affairs for Senator
Kirsten Gillibrand in New York City on January
11, 2018.
Ms. Sinesi was very interested in learning about
Livanta. She discussed how Sen. Gillibrand’s
office conducted numerous town hall meetings
and worked with the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) and other federal agencies to assist various
Medicare constituents. Sen. Gillibrand’s office
helps people from many ethnic and cultural
backgrounds. Ms. Sinesi was very interested in
learning about the language services Livanta
offers. She wanted to learn more about how
individuals access the language services and
what happens after they request a specific
language.
The Livanta team explained the process for
requesting a language. The team demonstrated
how a person at minimum needs to ask for their
native language in English. However, after
doing so a translator would begin assisting the
beneficiary. Livanta will flag the individual’s
language preference and from then on all

correspondence between the individual and
Livanta would take place in the individual’s
native language. She was impressed with
Livanta’s ability to accommodate beneficiaries
and said it would be an excellent service for their
constituents. Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer
also discussed some of the benefits of Livanta’s
online Arrow tool. The tool does not require a
login and it does not display any personal health
information. Arrow also can show the status
of any beneficiary’s case with up to the minute
status.
Ms. Sinesi appreciated the presentation. She
suggested that they would look at possibly
inviting Livanta as a speaker if they did a
town hall meeting focused on health care.
Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer asked Ms.
Sinesi to attend the February Symposium in
New York and not only did she accept, but the
senator’s office agreed to do a welcome letter in
support of the event. Ms. Sinesi also offered to
include Livanta’s information in all Medicare
enrollments their office performs and with any
projects they did with other agencies where
appropriate.
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Director of Constituent Services Suzan Orlove meets with Anthony Wisniewski of Livanta at Senator Chuck
Schumer’s New York City office.

OFFICE OF U.S. SENATE MINORITY LEADER CHUCK SCHUMER
The Livanta team met with Ms. Suzan Orlove,
director of constituent services for Senate
Minority Leader Chuck Schumer, in New York
City on January 11, 2018.

Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer also discussed how
she could use Quality of Care Complaints for
beneficiaries who were not happy with the type
or Quality of Care they received from providers.

Ms. Orlove was familiar with Medicare Appeals;
however, she was not as knowledgeable about
Quality of Care Complaints. She was interested
in learning more about the QIO Program services
to better assist the Medicare beneficiaries. Ms.
Orlove said she receives numerous calls from
Medicare beneficiaries looking to extend their
stays in inpatient facilities because they felt they
weren’t ready to be discharged.

Ms. Orlove said she would refer all her
Medicare-related calls directly to Livanta
for immediate assistance instead of having
beneficiaries call 1-800-Medicare. She said
she would include Livanta’s number and a
description of services in the resource section
of the senator’s web page. The Livanta team
invited Ms. Orlove to the February Symposium
in New York and she offered to follow-up with a
member of Livanta’s staff to provide a letter of
greeting for the event.

The team explained how Livanta could assist
those patients with their Appeals and support
them in the discharge planning process. Mr.
15

American Heart Association and American Stroke Association –
New York City
The Livanta team met with Ms. Chivas Alanis,
senior director of community health of the
American Heart Association and American
Stroke Association – New York City on January
11, 2018.
Ms. Alanis was impressed with the volume
of calls and the number of cases Livanta has
handled since becoming a BFCC-QIO. She was
interested in learning more about Livanta and
the services of the QIO Program. She wanted to
understand what type of care is covered by the
QIO Program, what kind of cases would qualify
for appeal services and what situations would
fall under Quality of Care Complaints.
Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer discussed the
type of facility an individual needs to be in
and the level of care they need to receive to
qualify for QIO services. The team explained
observation versus inpatient status and how
a beneficiary cannot be in observation status

and must be an inpatient to be eligible for
QIO services including Appeals. They let her
know that a beneficiary can file a Quality of
Care Complaint to any Medicare provider if
they are unhappy with the Quality of Care they
received. Ms. Alanis also mentioned that most
of the foreign languages they encounter are
either Spanish or Chinese, so the Livanta team
discussed language services and how individuals
could request translation services in their native
languages.
Ms. Alanis was eager to assist Livanta in their
outreach efforts. In her position as director
of community health, she works with various
corporate partners and has offered to disseminate
Livanta’s information with groups her
organization works with such as the Community
Health Outreach Corporation for Education
and Health First, which provides health care
education seminars to seniors throughout New
York City.

Livanta’s Chairman, Anthony Wisniewski meets with Chivas Alanis, senior director of community health for the
American Heart Association’s New York City office.
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National Kidney Foundation
The Livanta team met with Ms. Kelli Collins,
vice president, patient engagement, at the
National Kidney Foundation in New York City
on January 11, 2018.

A and Medicare Part B, and for her purposes,
the QIO Program covers Part A for Appeals.
However, the Livanta team also explained that
all Medicare providers, whether providing
service under Medicare Part A or Medicare Part
B, are eligible for a Quality of Care review.
The team described how, in making clinical
determinations, observed standards of care
thresholds are used for each service. Livanta
physician reviewers apply this standard of care
to help determine if a patient is ready to be
discharged or referred to a lower level of care.

Ms. Collins represents the national office and
before the meeting, she contacted the local
chapters in other areas that have previously met
with Livanta’s team. She asked if there was a
difference in Medicare Part A and B regarding
using the QIO services. In addition to her role as
vice president, she also serves as the call center
manager; she had questions about Appeals and
the clinical review process used by Livanta to
determine if a patient is ready to be discharged
from inpatient care.

After the meeting, Ms. Collins said she would
coordinate with the local chapters of her
organization to share the information Livanta
provided, as well as, organize potential webinar
education events for the chapters in the regions
in which Livanta has a presence.

Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer detailed the
services of the QIO Program. They discussed
what services were covered under Medicare Part

Kelli Collins, vice president of patient engagement meets with Anthony Wisniewski and Bryan Fischer of
Livanta at the NKF’s New York office.
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Livanta’s Chairman meets with the constituent services team from Congressman Robert Brady’s Philadelphia
office. Pictured: Anthony Wisniewski, Livanta, Harry Engaser, Lynwood Savage, Maureen Kenney, Susie
Kirkland, Ilene Jenofsky and George Perez.

OFFICE OF CONGRESSMAN ROBERT BRADY
The Livanta team met with the entire constituent
service staff for Congressman Robert Brady’s
Philadelphia and Chester, Pennsylvania offices
including: Mr. Tom Johnson, district director,
and Ms. Ilene Jenofsky, district administrator on
January 16, 2018.
The staff attending was engaged throughout
this meeting. Since several members of
Congressman Brady’s team participated, the
Livanta representatives heard various points of
views and experiences from members who took
calls from Medicare beneficiaries. The staff was
very interested in learning more about the QIO
Program, and the services Livanta provides
– particularly the process of establishing
themselves as third-party representatives for the
Medicare beneficiaries they serve.
The Livanta team discussed the benefits of the
QIO Program for seniors. The team explained
the following: Immediate Advocacy, Patient
Advocacy, Appeals, and Quality of Care
Complaints. A substantial amount of time went
into describing the two ways the congressional
team members could become third-party

representatives for constituents. The Livanta
team talked with the staff about “Appointment
of Representative” CMS form 1696 and the
standard Congressional release form. Livanta
received permission from CMS to accept the
standard Congressional release forms from
Congressional offices working with beneficiaries.
Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer explained
that either document would be acceptable, if a
Medicare enrollee wanted to appoint someone
in the Congressional office to file a grievance,
request a coverage determination or request an
appeal on his or her behalf.
Every staff member thought the meeting was
informative and some applauded Livanta
and CMS for the common sense approach to
assisting seniors. They loved the LivantaCares
Medicare Helpline app and Mr. Johnson
downloaded it during the meeting. Many said
that Arrow, Livanta’s case management software,
would be a handy tool for tracking the progress
of cases.
The staff also discussed possibly attending the
February Symposium in Philadelphia.
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The National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) Philadelphia

Anthony Wisniewski and Bryan Fischer of Livanta’s Communications Team meet with Carly Hester, executive
director of NAMI Philadelphia at the Philadelphia office.

on Immediate Advocacy and Quality of Care
Complaints. They also discussed how Appeals
could be filed if a Medicare beneficiary
disagreed with an inpatient provider about
a pending discharge. The Livanta team also
explained how Patient Advocacy could work to
the mutual benefit of both organizations.

The Livanta team met with Ms. Carly Hester,
executive director of NAMI Philadelphia on
January 16, 2018.
NAMI is the nation’s largest grassroots mental
health organization dedicated to building better
lives for the millions of Americans affected by
mental illness. NAMI Philadelphia, an affiliate,
offers a monthly support group and connections
to services that aid and assist its members in
recovery and community integration. NAMI
Philadelphia also is working with other
organizations such as The Department of Mental
Health, The Mental Health Association, The
Family Resource Network, Family Inclusion
and Community Integrated Services to assist its
members and the community in addressing any
mental health concerns.

The NAMI representative agreed their members
could use Patient Advocacy as a resource when
being discharged from an inpatient stay to aid
in the reduction of readmission rates. However,
she also sought Livanta’s assistance in referring
beneficiaries or their families to NAMI as a
resource. She said NAMI and its support groups
could assist patients with mental health issues
and help prevent readmissions to inpatient
facilities.
Both organizations pledged to work together
in the future. NAMI is very interested in
Livanta presenting a webinar training for their
facilitators. NAMI’s facilitators are recovering
members who lead the support groups for
the rest of its members. To be a facilitator for
a support group, these individuals must be
diagnosed with a mental illness and must be in
recovery themselves. NAMI believes this gives
the facilitators a unique understanding and it also
helps the other members feel as if the facilitators
genuinely appreciate what they are experiencing.
NAMI also will post Livanta’s information on
their chapter website.

NAMI Philadelphia is committed to community
outreach and support. Part of its mission is to
work with other groups and connect its members
to additional resources in their community.
When Ms. Hester met with the Livanta team,
she had several questions about the services of
the QIO Program. Discussions also involved
how both organizations could work together in a
mutually beneficial way to help serve the shared
population of Medicare beneficiaries they both
assist.
The dialogue between the attendees touched
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Alzheimer’s Association, Delaware Valley Chapter
The Livanta team met with Ms. Wendy
Campbell, executive director of the Alzheimer’s
Association, Delaware Valley Chapter in
Philadelphia on January 16, 2018.
The Alzheimer’s Association, Delaware Valley
Chapter serves Southeastern Pennsylvania, South
Jersey, and Delaware. It is the local chapter of
the National Alzheimer’s Disease and Related
Disorders Association. The alliance of family
members and professionals is dedicated to
helping people with Alzheimer’s disease and
their families through education, advocacy and
support.
Ms. Campbell was aware of the QIO Program;
however, she was surprised by the extent of the
services offered. She thought the QIO Program
primarily dealt with only hospital stays. She also
was fascinated by the significant presence of
Livanta in Pennsylvania, notably Philadelphia
and the high utilization rates of QIO services
by seniors in the areas they served. Once she
learned of the scale of services and the different
care settings to which it applied, she was very
eager to learn more – especially about Quality of
Care Complaints.

The Livanta team and Ms. Campbell discussed
the growing trend of aging in place, as well
as, seniors removing themselves from family,
friends and the community as they age. They
also discussed the problems posed with both
scenarios. Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer
discussed the Livanta’s Quality of Care HelpLine
and how to use it to file complaints. They talked
about how for many Medicare beneficiaries who
live alone, it is the concerned neighbor who first
recognizes the beneficiary may need help. Those
neighbors often act as third-party representatives
for those seniors. Knowing that she could refer
those neighbors to Livanta was a great relief. She
said she would share this information with the
rest of her group.
Ms. Campbell said that she would provide this
information to other local regional offices.
She also invited Livanta to return and conduct
training for her call center staff. Additionally,
she would confer with her webmaster about
including Livanta’s information on the
Alzheimer’s Association Delaware Valley
Chapter’s website.

Northeast Region American Cancer Society (ACS)
The Livanta team met with Ms. Alisia
Mitchell-Baily, health systems manager,
state-based, and Ms. Natasha Coleman, senior
director for State Health Systems for the
Northeast Region of the American Cancer
Society in Philadelphia on January 16, 2018.
The American Cancer Society is the nationwide,
community-based, voluntary health organization,
dedicated to eliminating cancer as a significant
health problem by preventing cancer, saving
lives, and diminishing suffering from the
disease. This is achieved through research,
education, advocacy and service. The American
Cancer Society is comprised of 12 divisions

governed by the Division Board of Directors.
The Pennsylvania Division, including the
Philadelphia chapter of ACS, merged with the
Ohio division to create the East Central Division
in late 2010. The East Central Division is
responsible for awareness efforts, fundraising
and public information events, as well as,
program delivery in the Pennsylvania and
Ohio regions. The local office is organized to
deliver lifesaving programs and services at the
community level.
Both representatives of ACS were familiar with
Livanta’s previous work with other chapters of
their organization. Consequently, their concerns
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Livanta’s Communications Team meets with the American Cancer Society’s Philadelphia office. Pictured:
Alisia Mitchell-Baily, Anthony Wisniewski, Natasha Coleman and Bryan Fischer.

Ms. Mitchell-Baily and Ms. Coleman said the
information the Livanta team provided was
useful. They also informed the Livanta team
that they would share the information with their
national call center and would work with the call
center to include Livanta’s information in their
national resource database. Additionally, they
would contact the Patient Advocate Foundation,
one of their partners, and share Livanta’s
flyers with the foundation’s patient navigator
staff. ACS also has a team of navigators. Both
organizations’ navigators work directly with
patients so the information will be readily
available for any beneficiary who needs to access
the QIO Program for assistance.

were more targeted and focused on how
Medicare beneficiaries were made aware of the
QIO Program and their rights under Medicare.
Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer explained that
one way beneficiaries are made aware of their
rights is during a hospital stay. They described
how hospitals were statutorily obligated to
provide the “Important Message from Medicare”
to all beneficiaries during an admission to
the facility and at the time of discharge. This
message explains the rights of the Medicare
beneficiaries under Medicare and provides
them with Livanta’s contact information. The
team continued to talk about how it was the
responsibility of the provider to ensure that the
“Important message from Medicare” was correct
and up-to-date; however, if it was not correct
and up-to-date, or the hospital failed to provide
it, that created an access issue and therefore was
grounds for filing a Quality of Care Complaint.

Mr. Fischer, during follow-up with the ACS
group, offered to perform training for all patient
navigators from both organizations.
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Jewish Family & Children’s Service of Greater Philadelphia
The Livanta team met with several senior staff
members along with Ms. Paula Goldstein,
president and chief executive officer of the
Jewish Family and Children’s Service of Greater
Philadelphia in Philadelphia on January 16,
2018.
Jewish Family and Children’s Service of Greater
Philadelphia’s mission is to strengthen families
and individuals across generations and cultures
to achieve stability and independence. This
is accomplished by adhering to the critical
principles of serving all people, including the
most vulnerable in our society, acting with
respect and compassion, embracing diversity and
inclusion, being transparent and accountable,
emphasizing excellence in everything they do,
and being a leading and relevant provider of
family services.
This Jewish service organization operates a Care
Navigator program. The staff was interested in
learning about how patients become aware of
the QIO Program. Many of this group’s clients
also speak Russian, so they inquired about
what language services were available through
Livanta. They also wanted to know how the
physician review process worked, specifically
who were the physicians involved and what their
qualifications were.
Since this group employs care managers to

assist their seniors, the Livanta team discussed
the importance of educating their staff on the
“Important Message from Medicare” and the
“Notice of Medicare Non-Coverage.” They
explained that if a Medicare beneficiary wasn’t
provided a copy of these documents or was
provided a document with incomplete, incorrect
or missing information, this could qualify as a
Quality of Care Complaint. If the care managers
realize the beneficiary has not appropriately been
informed of their rights under Medicare, they
can immediately refer that beneficiary to Livanta
for assistance.
Another concern the Livanta team addressed,
was that a significant number of individuals
seeking assistance from Jewish Family and
Children’s Service only speak Russian. Mr.
Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer assured them
that Livanta offers documents and translation
services in a multitude of languages, including
Russian and that language would not be a
barrier to accessing QIO services. Lastly, the
team explained that all review physicians were
board-certified practicing physicians and that
all reviews used medically recognized standards
of care in making clinical determinations. Ms.
Goldstein invited Livanta to attend the April
2018 National Jewish Family Service convention
in Chicago where Livanta could share
information with other Jewish Family Service
organizations.

Livanta’s Chairman, Anthony Wisniewski (center right) meets with Paula Goldstein (center left) and her staff at
the Jewish Family and Children’s Service facility in Philadelphia.
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CMS New York Regional Office
About 20 to 30 people participated in this
meeting with Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer
at the CMS New York Regional Office in New
York City on January 18, 2018.

under an inpatient status; however, at the end of
the stay, the beneficiary learned their time in the
hospital was considered an observation status
and they were given substantial medical bills.
The MOON informs the Medicare beneficiary
that he/she is under observation status only and
that specific costs are not going to be covered
by Medicare in the same way as if they were
admitted under an inpatient status in that facility.
The Livanta team also addressed questions
about Medicare Advantage and Dual Eligible
beneficiaries and let the participants know that
both are eligible to receive services from the
QIO Program.

The Livanta team provided an overview of what
the QIO Program covers and who is eligible.
They discussed Immediate Advocacy, Quality of
Care Complaints and Appeals.
Members of the group asked about observation
status in relation to QIO services and the purpose
of the Medicare Outpatient Observation Notice
(MOON). Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer
shared how if a Medicare beneficiary is a
patient under observation, Appeals under the
QIO Program are not available to the Medicare
beneficiary; however, if the beneficiary receives
inadequate care as a patient under observation
status, they would have the right to file a Quality
of Care Complaint. The team explained how
this could be confusing for a lot of beneficiaries,
and the MOON was created to help mitigate
the confusion. Before the introduction of the
MOON, Medicare beneficiaries could be in the
hospital for days believing they were admitted

During the remainder of the meeting there was
a presentation of New York’s Dual eligible
program Fully-Integrated Dual Advantage
(FIDA). FIDA discussed the benefits it provides
for dual eligible beneficiaries. CMS’s efforts to
bring this group of Patient Advocates together
was an excellent opportunity for Livanta to
interface with various state, municipal, cultural
and ethnic groups under one roof and educate
them about the services available to Medicare
beneficiaries under the QIO Program.

OFFICE OF CONGRESSMAN JERROLD NADLER
with the newer offerings: Immediate Advocacy
and Patient Advocacy. Congressman Nadler’s
New York office is bustling and handles a large
volume of constituent service issues. In her
capacity as director of constituent services,
Ms. Wallach manages some health care related
matters, so she was eager to learn more about
Immediate Advocacy and Patient Advocacy.

The Livanta team met with
Ms. Ellen Wallach, director
of constituent services for
Congressman Jerrold Nadler
on January 18, 2018 in New
York City.
Ms. Wallach was aware of
most of the QIO services and has used them
for many years. However, she was less familiar

The Livanta team explained the principles for
both Immediate and Patient Advocacy. They
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described how Immediate Advocacy could
assist Medicare beneficiaries currently receiving
care, who may disagree with a course of action
recommended by a provider regarding their care.
Patient Advocacy looks to reduce readmissions
of beneficiaries by providing them a team
of people to help them competently follow
discharge instructions provided to them after an
inpatient stay.

Ms. Wallach was pleased that Livanta travelled
to New York to personally meet with her and
establish a working relationship. She found
the information on Immediate Advocacy and
Patient Advocacy informative and planned to
use the information as another resource for her
constituents.

American Diabetes Association Eastern Pennsylvania &
Delaware Chapter
Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer met with Mr.
Kevin Kelly, executive director of the American
Diabetes Association Eastern Pennsylvania &
Delaware Chapter in Philadelphia on January 22,
2018.
More than 1.5 million Pennsylvania and
Delaware residents have diabetes and many
others may have the disease and do not know
it! The American Diabetes Association’s
Philadelphia office is committed to educating the
public about how to prevent diabetes and support
those living with the disease. Those efforts are
costly and according to Mr. Kelley, fundraising
is now a top priority for the organization.
Fundraising will allow the America Diabetes
Association to continue to fund research to
prevent, cure, and manage diabetes, as well as,
deliver services to hundreds of communities
and provide objective and credible information
to individuals, and give a voice to those denied
their rights because of diabetes. Mr. Kelly wasn’t
familiar with the QIO Program; however, he was
very interested in learning how Livanta could
help give a voice to Medicare beneficiaries living
with diabetes and how Livanta could help when
they encountered issues while receiving care.
The Livanta team discussed all the services

offered by the QIO Program. They highlighted
how Medicare beneficiaries receiving care at an
inpatient facility could use Immediate Advocacy
and Appeals to help ensure that their providers
are working with the patient in determining the
best treatment and care options. Mr. Wisniewski
and Mr. Fischer explained that Quality of Care
Complaints and Patient Advocacy are services
patients can use after receiving care. Quality
of Care Complaints allows patients to question
the care they received if they feel it was subpar.
Patient Advocacy is there to help reduce
readmissions and enable Medicare beneficiaries
the opportunity to efficiently recover at home
after hospitalization and remain in their
communities.
Mr. Kelly was intrigued by the services
Livanta offered. He made the team aware of a
provider event his organization was sponsoring
in February. Although this event was not
patient-centric, he approached them about the
possibility of Livanta being a speaker at the next
patient-focused event sponsored by the American
Diabetes Association. Meanwhile, Mr. Kelley
said he would share Livanta’s information with
their national call center in Arlington, Virginia
and work with them to make referrals to Livanta
as needed.
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The Parkinson Council
The Livanta team met with Ms. Wendy Lewis,
executive director of the Parkinson Council, in
Bala Cynwyd (Philadelphia area), Pennsylvania
on January 22, 2018.

with Medicare beneficiaries in the traditional
sense, so their questions about the QIO Program
focused primarily on third-party representation.
The Livanta team thoroughly explained how
their social workers or other partners who act on
behalf of their clients could represent Medicare
beneficiaries by filling out the CMS Patient
Representative Form 1696.

The Parkinson Council is dedicated to helping
local residents affected by Parkinson’s disease.
It funds research, education, and programs at
world-renowned institutions in the Greater
Philadelphia area. The organization receives
funding from provider groups, insurance
companies and other organizations. They use the
money to provide resources to social workers
working at local hospitals and other programs
aimed at assisting people with movement
disorders including Parkinson’s.

Ms. Lewis was very appreciative of Livanta
engaging with her organization. She said she
would make sure the social workers working
with clients at local hospitals had Livanta’s
flyers. Along with distributing materials, Ms.
Lewis was very interested in working with
Livanta on a training webinar for the social
workers her organization works with at local
institutions.

The Parkinson’s Council does not work directly

American Heart Association and American Stroke Association
The Livanta team met with Ms. Jennifer
Litchman-Green, director of community
health for the American Heart Association and
American Stroke Association on January 22,
2018.

When a beneficiary or representative contacts
Livanta with a problem, a specialist in the intake
center verifies whether the beneficiary is eligible
to file an appeal or Quality of Care Complaint.
Livanta then receives the beneficiary’s medical
history by fax for an Appeal and by mail for
Quality of Care Complaint reviews, since
there is a longer timeline to examine. The team
also explained how Livanta assigns a case to
a physician: Livanta performs a geographic
match to get a physician in the area in which the
case originated. All clinical review physicians
are board-certified and actively treat patients.
They include internal medicine physicians and
specialists.

Ms. Litchman researched Livanta before the
meeting and spoke with other chapters of the
American Heart Association and American
Stroke Association that Livanta has visited.
Ms. Litchman was primarily interested in the
administrative process of Appeals.
Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer described
how Livanta would notify the Medicare
beneficiary, family or representative when a
clinical determination is made. Livanta always
follows-up phone calls with a written letter for
both Quality of Care and Appeals cases. Any
written and spoken communication is always
in the language of choice of the Medicare
beneficiary. Livanta will review medical records
before any clinical determinations are made.

The Livanta team had a productive meeting with
Ms. Litchman. Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer
invited her to attend the February Symposium
in Philadelphia and left documents containing
descriptions of QIO Program services for her
staff.
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OFFICE OF U.S. SENATOR CORY BOOKER
The Livanta team met with
Mr. Alfred Mason, special
assistant to Senator Cory
Booker in Newark, New
Jersey on January 22, 2018.
Mr. Mason was interested in
Quality of Care Complaints
and asked the Livanta team
to provide examples, so he
could better understand what type of cases would
qualify for assistance.
Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer used what they
referred to as the Quality of Care spectrum and
explained that in this spectrum, issues could
range from a simple communication error
between provider and Medicare beneficiary
all the way up to a severe medical mistake.
They described how Livanta could assist
with these issues, either through Immediate

Advocacy or filing a formal Quality of Care
Complaint. Immediate Advocacy could be used
to help mitigate any problems if the Medicare
beneficiary was still receiving inpatient care
or a Quality of Care Complaint could be filed
anytime if the beneficiary was not satisfied with
the type or quality of care they received from a
Medicare provider.
The Livanta team invited Mr. Mason to the
February Symposium in Philadelphia. He
accepted the invitation and mentioned he also
would request the other Medicare caseworker
from the senator’s Newark, N.J. office to
attend. Mr. Mason was optimistic that Sen.
Booker would draft a letter of support for the
Symposium. Mr. Fischer asked about including
Livanta’s information on their office’s social
media pages and Mr. Mason connected him with
their communications director to work out the
details.

Diocese of Camden Catholic Healthcare Services

Care transition is a significant topic of discussion
within the QIO Program. The ability to manage
individuals transitioning from hospital to
rehabilitation facilities, hospital to home, or
other care transitions is of great concern. The
Livanta team described how organizations like
the Diocese of Camden Catholic Healthcare
Services could begin to help address this
problem. They could assists Medicare
beneficiaries to file Quality of Care Complaints.
The team explained that filing such complaints
helps bring attention to situations that may
go unnoticed. It allows Medicare and CMS to
identify problems with patient care and in turn
can help increase access to better care for the
beneficiaries. Mr. Wisniewski and Mr. Fischer let
Ms. Schaible know that home health care is right
for some Medicare beneficiaries and Livanta
is dedicated to assisting all recipients to access
their rights to consistent quality health care.

For the final meeting of the Mid-Atlantic
outreach effort, the Livanta team met with Ms.
Mimi Schaible, director of care coordination
for the Diocese of Camden Catholic Healthcare
Services in Camden, New Jersey on January 22,
2018.
Camden has a significantly underserved,
socioeconomically challenged population. Ms.
Schaible described to the team how residents are
not receiving the care they need, or the services
they are receiving are subpar. She discussed
the insufficient number of home health care
services available to people in the Camden
community. Due to the limited providers, many
Medicare beneficiaries are receiving subpar care.
Ms. Schaible was interested in learning how
Livanta and the QIO Program could assist her
organization with this issue.
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AGING IN PLACE
Aging in place is a period of time in an older adult’s life where they live in the residence of their choice
and maintain their quality of life while having all the services readily available to function productively
on a daily basis. This includes being able to have any services or other support they might need over
time as their needs change. To be able to age in place successfully and maintain a high quality of life
doesn’t just happen. Individual seniors, caretakers, and communities must work together to ensure the
unique requirements of older residents are met. Many cities were not planned to address the needs of a
large population of seniors and many seniors fail to prepare for the challenges of aging in place.
Addressing the concerns of aging in place needs to be a priority for cities and towns as America’s elder
population grows. The number of Americans age 65 and older is projected to more than double from 46
million today to over 98 million by 2060 and the 65 and older age groups share of the total population
will rise to nearly 24 percent from 15 percent. This isn’t a new phenomenon and the number of seniors
remaining in their homes into retirement and beyond will continue to grow. A recent study by Home
Advisor from August 2017 found that 61 percent of homeowners over the age of 55 are planning to
stay in their homes indefinitely. As the population of the U.S. ages, the number of people wishing to
remain in their homes as they age increases. According to AARP, roughly 90 percent of those over
65 want to age in place.
The goal of any older adult wanting to age in place should be to maintain or even improve their quality
of life. Anyone wishing to age in place should create a good plan as early as possible that focuses on
quality of life and covers the individual, home, finances, health care and other items. This plan should
be maintained and updated over time as situations change. Communities hoping to address this issue
face challenges of their own.
For a growing number of seniors in the U.S., Aging in Place is not a conscious decision but instead,
a decision made out of necessity. Many seniors live alone due to children moving away and spouses
passing. The Administration on Aging reported that about 29 percent, or 11.3 million older adults
lived alone in 2010. These seniors who live alone face even more challenges while Aging in Place.
According to the Administration of Aging over 12 percent of seniors, 65 and older (more than 5
million people) need assistance with long-term care to perform daily-life activities. Assisting seniors
with daily activities and allowing them to remain in their home and communities is the focus of many
organizations nationwide. The Livanta team discussed the problems of living alone and Aging in Place
when they met with organizations in Philadelphia and New York during an outreach event in January of
2018.
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Aging in Place Philadelphia
Director of Senior Services John Wagner, in addition to Director Heather Huot and Bonney Dos
Santos, who oversees the St. Monica Elder Care Program for Catholic Human Services Archdiocese
of Philadelphia, informed the Livanta team of the problems they see with many of their clients living
alone and Aging in Place. One of the concerns of living alone occurs when seniors must navigate the
health care system.
The representatives from the Archdiocese of Philadelphia made known their desire to work with
Livanta and use the resources of the QIO Program to help those clients traverse the health care arena
and attain the Medicare services they need. The group discussed how Philadelphia has an unusually
high number of Medicare beneficiaries and a rapidly growing senior population. Many in this group
are remaining in the city, yet a high number are homebound, require a high level of medical care and
have chronic conditions. Groups such as the Catholic Human Services Archdiocese of Philadelphia
often act as third-party stakeholders for these Medicare beneficiaries. If seniors are inpatients and
disagree with a provider’s course of action regarding their care or if they are not satisfied with
the level of care they received from a Medicare provider, or if after discharge from a facility they
need help to adequately follow all discharge instructions, they know the QIO is available to assist.
Whether it’s through Immediate Advocacy, Quality of Care Complaints or Patient Advocacy, making
these services available to beneficiaries is vital to helping Medicare beneficiaries. Living alone is a
problem faced by many Aging in Place, but there are other issues older Americans face by remaining
in their homes as they age.
As individuals age, their bodies and capabilities change. Changes can include reduced vision,
decreased muscle strength or endurance, reduced mental processing capabilities, increased risk of
falls, increased risk of illness, hearing loss or a decrease in mobility. These changes will happen
to everyone in one form or fashion. Daily living and other activities are impacted when physical
capabilities lessen and needs vary. Efficiently moving around their home, driving safely, using
transportation, socializing, home upkeep and personal health maintenance all become increasingly
difficult to perform as individual’s age.
Addressing these issues can seem daunting but, with proper planning and with seniors, caretakers,
governments, and community organizations working together, implementing effective changes and
creating sustainable solutions can be accomplished.
Providing both health care and housing options that meet the diverse needs of individuals as they
move through the later third of their lives is very important when discussing solutions to Aging in
Place. Opportunities should be affordable along the income spectrum, so all citizens or caregivers
can choose from a range of alternatives. Communities must be flexible in their approach to
developing support services for seniors and Medicare beneficiaries in their area. Flexibility requires
that levels of health and housing supports be adjustable whether an individual lives in a single-family
home, rents a privately or publicly managed apartment, or resides in an assisted living facility.
Because each individual will have his or her own concerns and needs, flexible services will allow
them to tailor different health and housing services to their particular situations.1
1 Aging n Place - Smart Growth America, https://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/app/legacy/documents/aginginplace.pdf
(accessed February 20, 2018).
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One way to help people remain in their home is through remodeling. Although a growing number of
older citizens would like to stay in their homes as they age, many of these homes are not well suited
for the challenges Aging in Place presents. Most lack the conveniences and functionality needed for
residents to remain in their homes as they get older. There is a disconnect between the perception
of Aging in Place with adding grab bars and installing wheelchair ramps and the reality; many
other design features can enhance the livability of a home for all ages. Many individuals feel like
preparing a house for aging takes away from the overall aesthetics of their home. Most renovations
people perform now are done for safety or accessibility and not for livability and ease of use.
In fact, many common Aging in Place improvements such as wider doorways, open floor plans, two
egress points in rooms like the kitchen, zero-step design, or technology-based enhancements like
motion sensor lights can enhance the quality of life in a home even as they make the house safer.
Such improvements are often unnoticeable and can be just as beneficial to a younger homeowner as
they are to a homeowner in his or her 70s or 80s.
Another solution to Aging in Place is the building or offering of affordable housing in areas where
Medicare beneficiaries and other seniors currently live. A few of the organizations the Livanta team
met with, during their January 2018 outreach, are presently offering affordable housing options for
seniors in the areas they serve.

Affordable Housing Programs New York
The Jewish Association Serving the Aging in New York City is one organization that understands
not only the importance of affordable housing but knows that a house is only one part of the
equation. JASA owns and manages properties that provide subsidized housing to nearly 2,300
New Yorkers – age 62+ – who qualify as low-to moderate-income or disabled individuals. A
manager and social worker are on duty in every complex, and several have on-site Senior Centers.2
This housing option offers its residents access to services, staff and community involvement required
for sustained quality of life. Their commitment to maintaining affordable residential facilities that
provide tenants with a safe, secure, and accessible environment with opportunities for community
involvement and cultural events while meeting new friends is apparent. The Livanta team discussed
the importance of being another valuable resource residents could access when Medicare issues
arose, either through Immediate Advocacy, Appeals or Quality of Care Complaints.

Affordable Housing Programs Philadelphia
Catholic Human Services Archdiocese of Philadelphia is another organization working to address the
housing crisis for seniors Aging in Place.
Money is often a factor when discussing housing options for older people. Regardless of the setting,
care for seniors is costly. The most attractive residential alternatives to staying in one’s home are out
of reach for many retirement budgets.
2 In The Community: Housing | JASA, http://www.jasa.org/community/housing (accessed February 20, 2018).
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The median cost of assisted living in Pennsylvania is $3,600 a month, while a semi-private nursing
home is more than double that. Meanwhile, Pennsylvania’s Department of Human Services spends
an average of $2,410 a month per person to help low-income people stay in their homes.3
Many people in their 50s and 60s just lack the resources to obtain appropriate housing and
services as they age, according to a 2014 report by the Joint Center for Housing Studies at Harvard
University. Middle-income adults may discover that long-term care insurance and senior housing
communities are too expensive.
During their meeting with Mr. Wagner, director senior services, Ms. Huot, director, and Ms. Dos
Santos, who oversee the St. Monica Elder Care Program, the Livanta team was impressed with the
array of services the organization offered its seniors.
The Catholic Human Services Archdiocese of Philadelphia through Catholic Housing and
Community Services recognizes the severity of the housing issue facing seniors and works to
provide seniors with information and service to help them remain in their community and to live
with dignity and the highest quality of life. They offer parents and grandparents who are 62 and
older affordable senior housing. Their senior housing programs at Nativity B.V.M. Place, St. Francis
Villa, St. John Neumann Place and St. John Neumann II enable seniors to remain active in their
communities while enjoying comfortable, stylish apartment living. Part of the process of helping
seniors access services and stay independent is based on the ability of this organization to partner
with other groups. Catholic Human Services Archdiocese of Philadelphia serves approximately
1,200 seniors in the Philadelphia area and recognizes the importance of collaborating with other
organizations.
Mr. Wagner, Ms. Huot and Ms. Dos Santos were impressed with the Livanta team and the
information they provided. They plan to use the info Livanta offered as an additional resource to
assist the residents living in their housing complexes or those who just visit their center to access
the services of the QIO Program whenever they have problems with receiving appropriate Medicare
services or are unsatisfied with the services they have received.
The common theme between JASA in New York and Catholic Housing and Community Services in
Philadelphia is the desire to offer seniors affordable senior housing while also giving them access
to the care, services, and conveniences they need to maintain and enjoy a high quality of life.
The growing older adult population presents not only challenges but opportunities to maintain a
high quality of life. When discussing solutions to Aging in Place, we must be forward thinking in
designing communities. One way to accomplish this is by creating or maintaining mixed-generation
communities to maximize older adults’ capacity for self-help and community contribution.

Alternative Community Approaches
There are valuable links to be made between the needs and skills of different age groups. Young
mothers often need child care while older adults need transportation to the doctor or store.4
3 Burling, Stacey. "The dilemmas of parents aging at home - Philly." Philly.com. September 29, 2016. Accessed February 20,
2018. http://www.philly.com/philly/health/aging_parents_living_alone.html.
4 Aging in Place - AARP, https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/livable-communities/plan/planning/aging-in (accessed February
20, 2018).
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Teenagers need after-school employment while older adults need help with small chores around the
house. These differences only accentuate the need for smart solutions in developing communities
where mature residents can thrive. Effective urban planning and innovative neighborhood
development are crucial to addressing the issues of Aging in Place. In many areas, traditional zoning
regulations where residences and businesses were separated from one another contributes to the
problem of cities not being prepared to address the needs of older residents. Naturally occurring
retirement communities (NORCs) can be a solution for some areas where there is a disconnect
between housing and access to essential services for seniors.
NORCs are communities where individuals either remain or move when they retire. A NORC is not
senior housing, but is an age-integrated living environment for individuals and families of all ages.
There are two types of NORCs: (1) A multi-unit housing development or complex (for example,
apartment building, condominium complex, mobile home park); and (2) A defined geographic
area (for example, neighborhood, community, town, city). Both types evolve, unplanned, into a
NORC through accumulation (Aging in Place of existing residents) and relocation (emigration of
elderly residents who are attracted to the NORC because of its location, management, features,
and activities, or environment).5 In 1995, New York became the first state that legally defined a
NORC and provided funding to nonprofit agencies to provide a coordinated program of activities
and services for older residents in 10 building-based NORCs. The idea of planning and developing
NORCS has grown significantly since then. NORCs provide community building, independence
and low-cost housing options for seniors.6 Through this design, NORCs offer the opportunity to
stay with the community one has planted roots in, as well as participate in activities that bring
the inhabitants closer together. Socialization is an extremely important aspect of happy living and
aging. NORCs also promote independent living by offering programs that aid those who need help
with transportation and food, while still maintaining that wall between home living and assisted
living. Additionally, NORCs are an economical way to age gracefully with low payments and high
satisfaction.
Designing communities that are more accessible and livable should be one of the top priorities in
any city looking to address the issue of Aging in Place. Smart growth is essential in designing a
sustainable community geared toward making life easier for its older residents. While smart growth
benefits all residents, for many older adults, good community design is a fundamental necessity, not
just an amenity.

5 Prosper, Vera. "Naturally Occurring Retirement Community (NORC) Services Program." Livable New York Resource Manual.
Accessed February 20, 2018. https://aging.ny.gov/LivableNY/ResourceManual/Housing/III2d.pdf.
6 Seniorsmatter. "NORCs: The Benefits and Drawbacks of Naturally Occurring Retirement
Communities." Seniors Matter. December 2, 2015. Accessed February 20, 2018. http://seniorsmatter.com/
norcs-the-benefits-and-drawbacks-of-naturally-occurring-retirement-communities/.
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FEBRUARY 27, 2018

NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA
QIO SYMPOSIUMS
Livanta in conjunction with CMS held symposiums with IPRO in New York City on February
27, 2018 at the CMS Regional Office at Federal Plaza in Manhattan and with Quality Insights on
February 28, 2018 at The Inn at Penn in Philadelphia.
Livanta’s QIO Program contract focuses on reviewing discharge Appeals and Quality of Care
Complaints lodged by Medicare beneficiaries and families – known as a Beneficiary and Family
Centered Care - QIO. Quality Innovation Network (QIN)-QIO, IPRO’s (AQIN-NY) contract centers
primarily on working with providers to improve clinical care processes. Quality Insights focuses its
expertise in five states to address patient-and-family-centered care and to work with providers.
The goal of these symposiums was to examine Person and Family Engagement Initiatives, discuss
current programs available to providers and Medicare beneficiaries, and to receive community
feedback as well as suggestions for addressing ways to serve the Medicare population better.
In New York City, the event highlighted two special innovation projects that focus on efforts
to provide extra support services to seniors recently discharged from acute-care hospitals and
to improve patient management communications among health care providers across the care
continuum.
In Philadelphia, the symposium featured projects currently underway in New Jersey and
Pennsylvania involving initiatives to provide extra support services to seniors recently discharged
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from acute-care hospitals and to improve patient management communications among health care
providers across the care continuum.
Jeneen Iwugo, deputy director, Quality Improvement, and Innovation Group, Center for Clinical
Standards & Quality at CMS, was the keynote speaker for both events.
Ms. Iwugo is the deputy director of the Quality Improvement & Innovation Group in the Center
for Clinical Standards and Quality at CMS. With a formal education in speech communication and
public policy, she has concentrated her QIO Program work in the Beneficiary and Family Centered
Care tasks of the Quality Improvement Organization Program. She has served as a subject matter
expert, Government Task Lead (GTL), QIO Program confidentiality regulation lead, and special
assistant and division director. Ms. Iwugo led the revision of the QIO Program regulations to expand
eligibility for QIO Program contracts beyond the previous state-based structure. She also led the
transition of the 10th Scope of Work QIO Program case review task into the now separate BFCC
task in the QIO Program 11th Scope of Work.
Feedback from both events has been extremely positive. Many organizations were thrilled to learn
more about Livanta, IPRO, Quality Insights, and the work CMS is engaging these organizations in to
find better and more efficient ways to service the unique needs of Medicare beneficiaries. After the
symposium, audience members said they wanted to invite more of their staff and other stakeholders
so they could gain a better understanding of what Livanta, IPRO, and Quality Insights do for so
many people.
Melissa Smith, a senior benefits specialist who attended the Philadelphia Symposium, sent Livanta
the following note:
“The Symposium was truly Awesome! I was moved by the high level of work performed by
the agents and by the professional/brilliant panel – who shared their personal experiences with
the audience. The atmosphere in the room echoed beyond the administration of medicine. It was
important for me to know that real actions were being taken to improve our health care systems and
communities all around the world by knowing that boots are on the ground. It was apparent that
these providers understood that quality health care is not only about medicine, but it is the inclusion
of the whole patient being. The energy in the room was heartfelt and somewhat contagious. I am a
strong advocate for supporting the needs of others, and on this day, I felt the compassion. I know
that this is a work-in-progress and it takes a village, so it inspired me to ask… what can I do?”
This is only one example of the overwhelming support the organizers received from those who
attended the event.
These symposiums also received significant support from several current members of Congress. U.S.
Senators Chuck Schumer and Kirsten Gillibrand sent letters of support, and Alphea John, constituent
services representative for Congresswoman Yvette Clarke joined the meeting in New York. In
Philadelphia members of New Jersey’s and Pennsylvania’s Congressional delegations acknowledged
the significance of these events and how their constituents could benefit from the work Livanta,
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IPRO and Quality Insights perform daily. U.S. Senators Robert Menendez, Cory Booker and Pat
Toomey sent letters of support. Staff from all four of the Pennsylvania and New Jersey Senators’
offices were in attendance: Alfred Mason, special assistant for Sen. Cory Booker; Vanessa Lawson,
special assistant for constituent services for Sen. Robert Menendez; Imani Johnson, field coordinator
for Sen. Pat Toomey; and Geoffrey Mock, regional representative for Sen. Bob Casey.
Livanta recognizes there is always room for development and already has taken steps to solicit
feedback from those who participated in these events. The feedback they receive will be used to
include a greater diversity of people, ideas, and topics to upcoming events so everyone involved in
the delivery of services to Medicare beneficiaries can feel a part of this process and work together to
improve the quality of care our seniors receive.
With upcoming events in Seattle, San Francisco and Providence, Rhode Island and plans for other
cities in the works- the goal moving forward is to involve as many stakeholders, Congressional
leaders, patients and advocacy groups as feasible to learn about the ongoing issues they face, what
programs or services can be improved and to solicit new ideas. It’s only through this ongoing
community engagement that CMS and its dedicated contractors can continually enhance their
services and be innovative in the approach they take to caring for the Medicare beneficiaries they
serve.
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OPIOID CRISIS HITS
MEDICARE PATIENTS
One of the major topics at the symposium dealt with the opioid crisis. Several of the presenters
and panelists in attendance touched upon the current opioid crisis and the effect it is having on this
population.
Americans who are 55 and older are one of the fastest-growing populations affected by the opioid
crisis, and their rates of addiction don’t appear to be slowing down. The percentage of older adults
who misuse opioids is projected to double from 2004 to 2020, from 1.2 percent to 2.4 percent,
according to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
Opioids are a class of drugs that include the illegal drug heroin, synthetic opioids such as fentanyl,
and pain relievers available legally by prescription, such as oxycodone (OxyContin), hydrocodone
(Vicodin), codeine, morphine, and many others. Opioids are intended to manage pain from surgery,
injury, or illness, but they can create a joyful effect, which makes them vulnerable to abuse and
misuse.
Many factors have contributed to the misuse and the rise of addiction rates among the elderly. One
reason is they take more medicine than other age groups. According to the Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), about 3 in 10 people between ages 57 to 85 use
at least five prescriptions. Like every other group affected by this crisis, hospitalization and death
from overdose is a constant danger. In 2015, the number of opioid-related deaths exceeded 33,000
for the first time. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported that nearly half of these
deaths involved prescription drugs.
Ms. Jeneen Iwugo, deputy director, Quality Improvement, and Innovation Group, Center for
Clinical Standards & Quality, at CMS discussed how initiatives that address the opioid crisis are
a top priority for President Donald Trump’s administration. IPRO just received funding to train
pharmacists to assess and counsel patients when they receive opioid prescriptions and identify
high-risk patients who would benefit from having naloxone at home. Under this program family
members are trained on how to administer the naloxone.
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Naloxone is a medication designed to rapidly reverse opioid overdose. It is an opioid antagonist —
meaning that it binds to opioid receptors and can reverse and block the effects of other opioids. It can
very quickly restore normal respiration to a person whose breathing has slowed or stopped because
of overdosing with heroin or prescription opioid pain medications.
Ms. Anne Myrka, director of drug safety at IPRO, discussed preventing and reducing adverse
drug events in New York State along with Special Innovation Projects that focus on lowering
opioid-related adverse events through a community pharmacy intervention. As Ms. Myrka relayed
during her presentation: “We (IPRO) focus on preventing and reducing Adverse Drug Events
(ADEs) in three high-risk drug areas: primarily anticoagulants, opioids, and diabetes agents. We
know these are the top three drug categories that cause admissions and readmissions for Medicare
beneficiaries.”
The primary goals of this Special Innovation P roject are to reduce overdose risk and increase
patient safety by lowering opioid-related emergency department visits.
To assist in combatting this epidemic and reduce some of the ADEs in the community IPRO and
CMS have convened a panel of experts. The panel consists of individuals directly involved in the
fight against ADEs, and it includes patients, physicians, patient advocates, nurses, and pharmacists,
to name a few. So far what they have found is that effective communication could be the key to
fighting this epidemic.
Pharmacist-Prescriber and Pharmacist-Patient communication, when appropriately used, can assist
in reducing accidental misuses or ADEs with Medicare beneficiaries. Proactive intervention by a
pharmacist and communicating with prescribers about possible adverse drug events with certain
medications or reducing Benzodiazepine use with opioids can be vital in tackling this crisis. With
regards to patients, sometimes merely letting them know the medication they are receiving is an
opioid can be crucial. Many times, patients are unaware that the drug they are receiving is an opioid.
Informing them about the type of medication they are receiving can allow patients to learn about all
potential side effects as well as how to responsibly monitor its usage.
As part of this communication focus, IPRO designed a Pain Management Discharge Communication
checklist to help avoid potential ADEs and identify high-risk patients. Based on responses to the list
ideally, it would allow providers and pharmacist to proactively address any potential dangers.
In Philadelphia Ms. Kimberly Cahill, MBA, BSN, RN, Project Coordinator, Care Coordination
Medication Safety at Quality Insights, also discussed their involvement in the Special Innovation
Project with CMS aimed at reducing admissions, avoidable readmissions and decreasing adverse
drug events.
Ms. Cahill talked about the QIO Program and how it is an integral part of the U.S. Department of
Health & Human Services’ National Quality Strategy. This strategy focuses on better care, better
health, and lower cost, with a focus on patient-centered care. The belief is that if a provider listens
and engages patients and beneficiaries more regarding their health care decisions, the patient will
ultimately receive a better quality of care and have a greater chance of positive outcomes from their
healthcare engagements.
Other issues included the need for doctors to be more diligent in how they prescribe pain medication
to beneficiaries, educating patients about the use of opioids or potential adverse drug events and
the role of government and local groups in assisting this population with responsibly using pain
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medication. What we observed is that there may not be only one solution to addressing this problem.
If we are to help in curtailing this epidemic, there are a few factors we must examine.
As we look further into the opioid crisis, overprescribing and physician shopping presents a new
set of challenges. These two concepts are mutually related. Overprescribing is when physicians
prescribe pain pills in an amount that exceeds the recommended usage rates for a particular
treatment. The term “doctor shopping” has traditionally referred to a patient obtaining controlled
substances from multiple healthcare practitioners without the prescribers’ knowledge of the
other prescriptions. In many instances, physician shopping by opioid users is what leads to
overprescribing.
This practice affects both young and old and is a grave concern in the fight against opioid abuse
among the Medicare population. Painkillers remain a severe problem in Medicare’s prescription drug
program. The program, known as Part D, serves more than 43 million seniors.
CMS, along with Livanta, recognizes the issue Medicare beneficiaries face in the opioid fight. Often
the elderly who are overlooked when addressing societal problems in America, and by the time
their needs are understood it’s usually after the situation has become untenable. The symposiums
conducted in New York and Philadelphia in February 2018 looked to shed light on this Medicare
crisis and to work with local advocacy groups and government officials to aid in finding solutions
to combat this epidemic. Part of CMS’s response has been to introduce regulations to more closely
scrutinize opioid prescribing and dispensing beginning in 2019, following through on a proposal
outlined in a major 2016 law aimed at addressing the opioid crisis.
Under this provision, beneficiaries at risk of abuse or those identified as inappropriately using
opioids would be locked into receiving opioids from only one doctor and only one pharmacy.
Representatives from the agency believe that this program could not only help reduce the number
of beneficiaries abusing pain medication but also because of fewer prescriptions being written this
proposal also could save Medicare millions of dollars. In 2013, CMS instituted an opioid overuse
policy that required Part D plans to monitor opioid prescribing to help flag inappropriate use. As
a result, from 2011 (before the new policy) to 2016, high-risk opioid use declined by 61 percent
(representing more than 17,800 beneficiaries), even as Part D enrollment increased 38 percent ―
from 31.5 million to 43.6 million beneficiaries during the same period. Monitoring prescription
drugs is not a new concept; most states have programs currently in place. All states except for
Missouri operate Prescription Drug Monitoring Program databases that allow doctors to check,
before writing a prescription, whether their patient has already received the drug or similar drugs
from other doctors. The concern is that some physicians may not be following this practice and
opioids are being significantly over-prescribed, and usage rates continue to climb.
These are only a few issues prevalent in combating the current opioid crisis. This is a complicated
issue, and there isn’t a simple answer to this problem. Seniors, because of their chronic ailments
and the multitude of physical and mental challenges many face as they age, will continue to be at
risk for opioid abuse. It will take the combined efforts of government representatives, public health
officials, and local advocacy groups working with the community members and caregivers working
on multiple fronts to reduce the opioid addiction and abuse among the Medicare population. Now
that people are aware of what’s happening and conversations are taking place to address this issue,
finding practical solutions are becoming a priority, and the hope is real progress can be made, and
our seniors will finally get the help and relief they desperately need.
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LIVANTA RESPONDS
TO PUERTO RICO IN
THE AFTERMATH OF
HURRICANE MARIA

When it comes to Patient Advocacy, there may be no better example of how Livanta went the extra
mile to try to save a life a month after Hurricane Maria devastated Puerto Rico last September 2017
and knocked out most of the island’s power for months
Maria, the worst hurricane to hit Puerto Rico in a century, killed at least 64 people on the island
(and at least 48 elsewhere), left dozens more missing, and destroyed power lines, cellular towers,
water treatment facilities, roads, and bridges. The Category 4 hurricane, packing 113 mph gusts just
before landfall in Puerto Rico, proved particularly devastating for the island’s vulnerable residents,
especially seniors.
Livanta’s role in aiding desperate Puerto Rican seniors began with a frantic phone call, recalled Mr.
Lance Coss, program director for Livanta’s BFCC-QIO, who retold the story at the QIO Symposium
in New York and Philadelphia on February 27 and 28, 2018 respectively.
The October 24, 2017, call came from the daughter of a woman who urgently needed medical
care and advocacy. The daughter made the call to the mainland. She reached a special Puerto Rico
telephone line set up for Medicare Quality of Care Complaints. The daughter then told Livanta’s
advocate her mother’s story. Her mother had a series of health and mobility issues and needed to get
to a healthcare facility, Mr. Coss said, her house was flooded. There was no electricity. She had an
oxygen tank and could not walk. The patient’s family had to act quickly.
“They put her in an office chair and wheeled her to the nearest facility,” Mr. Coss said.
The facility was struggling to stay open. But now the daughter had just heard that her ailing mother
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was going to be discharged from that care facility, Mr. Coss said. With power restoration several
months away and only intermittent potable water access, a discharge was out of the question; the
daughter told the Livanta advocate.
The daughter had appealed the discharge to Livanta, which immediately enrolled her mother in
Livanta’s innovative Patient Advocacy Program. The program, which links patients and their
caregivers to Livanta’s clinical and social work staff, connected the daughter to a Livanta Patient
Advocate, who immediately began assessing the situation to determine the best course of action for
the mother’s well-being.
During consultations with the patient’s daughter and the care team in Puerto Rico, the Livanta
Patient Advocate determined significant communications breakdowns remained between facilities.
The mother was to be transferred to another facility, but it lacked equipment necessary for her
continued care. Livanta’s Patient Advocate discovered that the discharge plan included a three-day
supply of oxygen but that refills of the oxygen tank were not available, Mr. Coss said.
The facility itself was facing significant problems, fighting to survive the aftermath of the storm. The
patient’s daughter grew desperate because her mother was running out of options when Livanta came
to the rescue. After extensive discussions with the patient’s daughter, the patient’s care team and the
admissions team aboard the U.S. Navy hospital ship USNS Comfort decided to transfer her to the
vessel to ensure a safe continued care setting and to allow time to find a more permanent solution.
The USNS Comfort, which was docked in the area, had been providing medical assistance to
thousands who suffered injuries and health issues in the aftermath of the storm. But it was far from
easy to make the transfer happen. To get it underway, Mr. Coss said Livanta maneuvered through
a sea of red tape – including going through “14 bureaucracy agencies” before Livanta eventually
reached the agency that could make this happen.
The story did not end there though. The mother sadly never made it to the ship. She died during the
transport plans.
But the daughter profusely thanked Livanta’s caring team for going the extra mile to help comfort
and care for her mother, giving the family hope at a time when it had seemed all but lost. The
daughter never forgot Livanta’s efforts on behalf of her ailing mother.
The call the daughter made might not have ever happened if Livanta had not been working closely
with patient advocacy groups, stakeholders, and providers in the territory, Mr. Coss said. Livanta’s
goal was to empower these Medicare beneficiaries to exercise their federal rights under the QIO
Program. Livanta had consulted with local groups before the hurricane and, based on their distrust of
toll-free lines, set up a local phone number for beneficiaries.
“I’m very proud of that story,” Mr. Coss said, “because it shows what Patient Advocacy is all about.”
The lesson from this story is that Livanta advocates for the best interest of the patient, Mr. Coss
said. The family could not have known that the Navy ship was available, let alone an option for
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the patient. Livanta provided this information to the family, received their agreement, and then
proceeded to work with the family to implement the plan.
Mr. Coss told the audience another story that really shows the bond Livanta’s advocates have with
patients. The story began with a new patient who received a terminal diagnosis. The patient’s wife
was in shock and concerned about making the right decisions for the patient. During the discharge
process, the Livanta Patient Advocate worked with the patient’s wife and explained the options being
presented by the provider. The wife and the patient elected hospice, and over the course of several
weeks, Livanta’s Patient Advocate developed a strong relationship with the patient through their
conversations regarding the care plan.
When the patient was dying, the Livanta advocate received a phone call from the patient, who asked
if the advocate could figuratively “hold their hand” over on the phone. At the time of the patient’s
death, Livanta’s Patient Advocate offered gentle consolation over the phone as the patient passed
away. Livanta’s staff understood the needs of the caregiver and provided the support that was needed
in this case.
“Every case Livanta deals with is different, but the goal of the staff is to understand what is needed
and to provide the support that is within their power,” Mr. Coss said. “Sometimes that extends to the
emotional support that is needed by the patient and caregiver.”
“That’s the kind of work we are doing. And I am so happy we are doing that,” Mr. Coss said.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A common theme emerged in the meetings with critical stakeholders, Congressional representatives,
and other advocates in the Mid-Atlantic area. Many of the officials and representatives that the
Livanta Communications Team engaged with on this outreach trip indicated that they were mostly
unaware of the QIO Program and the services that Livanta provides. This alone demonstrates the
critical need to continue education and outreach on behalf of the BFCC-QIO Program.
Many stakeholders were excited to learn about Livanta’s online case tracking system, Arrow, which
would enable them to check on beneficiaries’ cases 24 hours a day, as well as the LivantaCares
Medicare HelpLine app that can help Medicare beneficiaries file a complaint quickly and efficiently.
Many Congressional offices and organizations said they would make sure that the Livanta QIO
HelpLine number would be placed near all staff members so that when they get a call from a
Medicare beneficiary, they could provide the number. Others were very excited to attend the
February Symposiums in New York City and Philadelphia.
The rights and services that the BFCC-QIO Program provides to Medicare beneficiaries throughout
the United States not only helps to improve the quality of healthcare and its delivery but it also
could potentially protect and save lives. In the case of a hospital discharge appeal, an exasperated
constituent may be grasping for any help and make a call to a local Congressional office or a local
community organization. Without the direct intervention by staff members who are fully aware of
all options, a potentially life or death medical decision could be made without the benefit of due
process.
Given Livanta’s ability to provide direct, live, foreign-language interpretation, the uniquely diverse
population of specifically New York City, and the rest of the Mid-Atlantic states the team visited,
should have no barriers to using the services of the BFCC-QIO Program. Without a working
understanding of the BFCC-QIO Program and Livanta’s innovative and customer service-oriented
methods, potentially hundreds of thousands of citizens could be unaware of their rights under
Medicare.
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